
Want someone who brings a brilliant blend of energy,
empathy and possibility to your audience? 

 
Contact hello@digbyscott.com to discuss booking Digby for your next event.

 

 

“Our attendees were begging for more! Digby was the ideal presenter for our
recent online conference ‘Reform’, which had an audience of 600 leaders of the

recruitment and staffing industry. His presentation ‘Changing the Game: Rewriting
the rules in times of disruption’ was the perfect addition to our program. Digby

presented a live, engaging and energetic session focused on identifying the ways
in which we can capture opportunity and redesign the way we will work in a post

pandemic world. We will definitely use Digby again in the future and would
recommend him to any industry looking to shake things up.”

 

Charles Cameron, CEO RCSA

 

 

Digby will work with you to tailor each keynote according to your goals, so the key

messages land and your people are inspired to step up and take new action well

beyond the event.

 

This is your opportunity to create an environment that is both powerful and game-

changing for you, your people and your organisation.

 

Book Digby for Speaking



 

The Power of Connection
 

Connection creates momentum. The quality of your connections is a

fundamental ingredient for achieving professional and personal success.  In a

world where technology is challenging us to rethink what it means to be

human, the power of connection has never been more relevant. We live and

work in a world that relies on deep and diverse relationships to access

information, get work done and generate new opportunities. And of course,

relationships keep us sane, keep us grounded and keep us feeling good! 

 

Come away from this session inspired and equipped to connect more

deliberately with the people who matter.

 

 

Digby offers three keynote presentations:

 

The Power of Connection

Make Change Happen

Changing The Game

 



Make Change Happen
 

You cannot not make an impact. Like it or not, you make an impact on the

world. The question is: is it the impact you want to make? 

 

These are interesting times. They are times of great uncertainty, but they are

also times of great opportunity. In interesting times, those who step into them

shape the future. We all have an opportunity to shape what happens next. 

 

In this session, Digby will inspire your people to step up, lean in, and shape

what happens next, rather than simply react to it. 

 

 



Changing The Game
 

Are you under pressure to evolve? When our existing ways of operating aren’t up

to meeting the changing demands of our environment, initiatives stall, we get lots

of busywork, and people suffer. 

 

In rapidly changing times, we need a clever way to upgrade. It starts with the

stories we tell ourselves about what’s possible and what’s not. When we change

our stories, we change the game.

 

If you’re ready to level up the stories about the game you’re playing and how you

play it, have Digby provide you with the inspiration and insights to help you take

it to a whole new level.



 
 
 

“Digby brings fresh thinking. 
He’s kind of always kind of pushing the

boundaries. 
He really brings energy to a room. 

And compassion and empathy.”
 
 
 



Contact hello@digbyscott.com to discuss 

booking Digby for your next event.


